Thursday March 2, 2017
NASA Kennedy Space Center

8:00-8:50 Travel from hotel to KSC Visitors Center via bus or car ............................................................
9:00-9:20 Depart from KSC Visitor Complex for drive to CCAFS via KSC tour bus
(NO cars allowed) ........................................................................................................................................
9:20-9:35 CCAFS, Mercury 7 Memorial-CCAFS ..............................................................................................
9:45-10:30 Drive Beach Road passing Delta-IV, SpaceX, Atlas-V, and Complex 39-A launch
pads to LC-39Ara/VAB ................................................................................................................................
10:45-11:30 Vehicle Assembly Building- ground level Xfter aisle walk through .........................
11:40-12:30 Banana Creek Apollo/Saturn V viewing...................................................................................
12:40-1:00 Return to KSC Visitor Center (visitors free to explore Rocket Garden, shuttle
Atlantis, Heroes & Legends exhibit, etc) ........................................................................................................

Notes:

- Tour itinerary is preliminary and may change, however start and end times
  are fixed.

- No food will be served, but cafes are present at Apollo/Saturn V museum and
  at the KSC Visitors Center.

- Restrooms are available at KSC Visitors Center, Apollo/Saturn V museum
  and VAB.

- You MUST be on the list held by individual below to attend the tour.

  For questions regarding the tour list please contact Jessica Winkler.
  jessica.winkler@INL.gov.